Athens in 3 Days - A 72 Hours Perfect Plan with the Best Things to Do
in Athens (Travel Guide): A Step-by-step plan on How to spend 72
Amazing hours in Athens. Save Time & Money.Get 30 Local Secrets.
We have been in your shoes! We wanted to
visit Athens and got lost into spending tens
of hours looking for valid information at
Lonely Planet, TripAdvisor and on the
Internet. And then, we couldnt put it all
together, in order to create a perfect plan
for visiting Athens in 3 Days. Thats why
Guidora is the only publishing house
building Travel Guides like no other does.
We provide exact 72 hour plans with only
one and best choice on where to stay, what
to eat, what to see. Its an easy travel path
that you just follow and spend the 3 best
days of your life in Athens! So, if you are
wondering What to Do in 3 Days in Athens
and What are the Best Things to See, look
no further! We have built an excellent 72
hours plan for Athens, with information on
what to do every hour of the day. All the
information provided is by local experts
and travel bloggers, who have been living
in Athens, or travelling there often enough
to know the best that the city has to offer.
By getting this travel guide to Athens, you
will get: - Exact information on what is the
best hotel to stay in Athens, so that you are
in the epicenter of all activities without
breaking the bank. - Exact information on
what to do every hour of the day. - Where
to eat, what are the best restaurants that
locals go to. - Which dishes to try. Where to go out in the evening - How to
move from the airport to the hotel with the
most budget friendly way - What museums
to see - How to transport with bus and
other means in Athens - Best things to do
each one of the 3 days - An Athens Map
for each one of the 3 days, in Google Maps
format, featuring all the spots for each day,
so that you can navigate easily with your
smartphone. This guide will provide you
with all the information you need but most
importantly, with a perfect plan to follow.
Its like having your best friend in Athens,
showing you around. It will eliminate
stress from planning, help you save time
and money and help you enjoy the best
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days of your life in the magnificent town of
Athens! Guidoras Athens in 3 Days Travel
Guide, is your entry ticket to the most
accurate advice on what are the best things
to do in Athens in 72 hours. It includes a
detailed 72 hour plan from the first
moment you will arrive in the airport of
Athens, until the moment you leave this
amazing town. Inside Guidoras Athens in
3 Days Travel Guide: A 72 hours plan
starting every day at 08:00 until late in the
evening, with details on what to do every
hour Full-color maps and images
throughout Maps are available in Google
maps, so that you can get easy navigation
through your smartphone, while you walk
or drive through the city Best-kept secrets
on shopping, dining, going out in the
evening Insider tips to save time and
money and get around like a local,
avoiding crowds and trouble spots
Essential info at your fingertips - hours of
operation, phone numbers, websites, transit
tips, prices Information in this Athens
travel guide is up-to-date as of 2016. 4
Bonuses Included: 1. A culinary guide
with the top 21 dishes to try in Greece. 2. A
guide to 9 secret Greek Islands. 3. A guide
to the best beach in Athens. 4. A guide to
help you plan your trip to the Greek
islands. Authors: Written and researched
by Guidoras team of travel bloggers &
local experts in Athens About Guidora:
Guidora is a startup that solves the problem
of What exactly to do in a destination in
+72 hours, by providing well-researched
travel itineraries, written by local experts
and local guides. Guidora operates an
online travel itinerary marketplace at
http://www.guidora.com and holds a pop

Got 3 days in Athens and looking for inspiration? Make sure you check our 72 Hours Athens Guide and follow the
suggested itineraries. Enjoy! Planning a trip is fun but time consuming, however with this Athens Travel Guide you
wont have to spend much time thinking about what to see in Athens. Just follow ourAthens in 3 Days - A 72 Hours
Perfect Plan with the Best Things to Do . We wanted to visit Athens and got lost into spending tens of hours looking for
valid . Mykonos in 3 Days (Travel Guide 2018): Best Things to See and Do in3 Days in Athens Travel Guide - A Locals
Plan with the Best Things to Do in Athens . My Birthday at the Parthenon: How to Spend 24 Perfect Hours in Athens to
Do in Athens (Travel Guide): A Step-by-step plan on How to spend 72 Amazing hours in 30 Local Secrets. by Athens
Travel Guide by Guidora. Looking for a plan of attack to get the most out of the city? Our three-day itinerary hits all the
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highlights that make Athens a top city break destination. Take your time to appreciate the view from a commanding
vantage point, Pull up an empty craft beer keg and sit in the street with an impressive platter of Often referred to as the
cradle of Western civilisation, Athens is a 2, average Greeks, the great city remains a must-do for culture buffs. Athens
in 3 Days - A 72 Hours Perfect Plan with the Best Things to Guide): A Step-by-step plan on How to spend 72 Amazing
hours in Athens. Get 30 Local Secrets.Travel : Top 10 Greek Islands you Should visit in Greece . watch your blue step,
Santorini, Greece (i ve been there - amazing place! Find .. What to do and see when short on time visiting the gorgeous
Greek island of Santorini -- great tips for .. In this post, you will find how to spend 3 days in Athens, a Athens itinerary
Planning a trip to Athens for three days and looking for information? In this post, you will find how to spend 3 days in
Athens, a 3-day Athens itinerary. Every step you take and every street you go to leads to a fascinating monument, . A
good way to save money and time on your visit to Athens is to buy the If you do nothing else on your visit to Athens,
this is the one thing archaeological sites that day I can free up some of my top ten space . Athens in 3 Days - A 72
Hours Perfect Plan with the Best Things to Guide): A Step-by-step plan on How to spend 72 Amazing hours in Athens.
Get 30 Local Secrets.Explore Athens with the 3 Days in Athens Travel Guide on TripAdvisor. If you plan to do more
than two journeys by public transport in one day, a daily ticket is worth it. Its valid for 24 hours for use on buses,
trolleys, trams and the metro. Locals do not Athens 105 63. Greece. Phone: + 4708. Save. Acropolis.
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